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Technology Small Data Center 

Cost

Large Data Center 

Cost

Ratio

Network 95 $/Mb/s/month 13 $/Mb/s/month 7,1

Storage 2,20 $/Gb/month 0,40 $/Gb/month 5,7

Administration ~140 servers/

administrator

>1000 servers/

administrator

7,1

Each

data center

has

the size of

11.5

American

football fields



“A mere 20% of respondents 
are studying the mobile

customer journey.”3

of leaders responsible for 

digital transformation cite 

evolving customer 

behaviors and preferences

as primary catalyst.”3

55%

Demographics are changing—
on both sides of the counter

“When asked about the 
biggest strategic/growth 

benefits of AI, 57% 

… expect that AI will help 
improve customer 

experience and 
support.“2

“By 2020, 100 million 

consumers will shop in 

augmented reality.”4

Meeting competing expectations to 

please multiple generations.

The rules of 

engagement of 

retail have changed, 

but many are still 

playing by the rules 

of 60 years ago.”1

‟

“Retail is at the epicentre of 

disruption…. Examples are emerging 

today, but they’ll be mainstream 

tomorrow, and they’re fundamentally 

shifting your customers’ 

expectations.”5

“



Smart Mirrors

What are some of 

the main tendencies 

of the Retail Industry 

in 2019 / 2020?

Robotics

Beacons

Mix Reality / 
Augmented Reality

ChatBots



Transform your business with AI



Embracing disruption is essential to sustaining a 
competitive advantage in retail

ENGAGE YOUR 

CUSTOMERS

Curate to surprise 

and delight

EMPOWER YOUR 

EMPLOYEES

Collaborate for 

maximum 

performance

OPTIMIZE YOUR 

OPERATIONS

Drive customer 

insights for 

intelligent action

TRANSFORM

YOUR PRODUCTS

Integrate digital to 

thrive & survive

Creating more

personal computing

Reinventing productivity 

and business processes

Building the intelligent

cloud platform



Delight your customers with 
personalized experiences

Empower your workforce to 
provide differentiated 
customer experiences

Transform your products 
and services

Optimize your supply 
chain with intelligent 
operations

Shoe style XYZ

In-stock at Modern Store!

BUY NOW SHOP
SIMILAR 

CHAT

Digital assistant

Product expert alert
It looks like Jane 
might need help

CUSTOMER
HISTORY

Women’s Clothing

Intelligent Customer Service

Shoe style XYZ

In-stock at Modern Store!

BUY NOW SHOP
SIMILAR 

CHAT

Digital assistant

Shoe style XYZ

In-stock at Modern Store!

BUY NOW SHOP
SIMILAR 

CHAT

Digital assistant

Product expert alert
It looks like Jane 
might need help

CUSTOMER
HISTORY

Women’s Clothing

Intelligent Customer Service

Proposed production 
based on forecasted trends

High-performing 
attributes

Blue

Leather

Cross-

body

Recommendation: More blue, 
leather, and cross-body styles

Demand forecasting

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Green clutc

Floral hand

Leather cro

Cross-body

Demand forecasting

Blue

Leather

Cross-

body

Recommendation: More blue, 
leather, and cross-body styles



Embrace disruption to survive in today’s market

ENGAGE YOUR 

CUSTOMERS

to provide personal, 

relevant service across 

all touchpoints

EMPOWER YOUR 

EMPLOYEES

to deliver 

differentiated service 

and maximize

growth

OPTIMIZE YOUR 

OPERATIONS

to build an agile, 

insight-driven 

organization

TRANSFORM

YOUR PRODUCTS

and create new ways 

to deliver value to 

customers



WHERE TO BUY
How can I help you, Jane?

Can you help me find the 

size I’m looking for?

Sure. What size are you?

INTERACTIVE 

KIOSK

MODERN STORE 

Shoe style XYZ

In-stock at Modern Store!

BUY NOW SHOP
SIMILAR 

CHAT

Shoe style XYZ

In-stock at Modern Store!

BUY NOW SHOP
SIMILAR 

CHAT

MODERN STORE 

Size 7.5

WHERE TO BUY

MODERN STORE 

Shoe style XYZ

In-stock at Modern Store!

BUY NOW SHOP
SIMILAR 

CHAT

Shoe style XYZ

In-stock at Modern Store!

BUY NOW SHOP
SIMILAR 

CHAT

MODERN STORE 

Shoe style XYZ

In-stock at Modern Store!

BUY NOW
WITH OFFER

SHOP
SIMILAR 

CHAT

MODERN STORE 

Analyze customer behavior and sentiment and 

automatically deliver highly relevant product and 

service offers

Transform the way customers begin the buying journey 

and use automated engines to help them take the next 

best step

Provide customers with a digital personal assistant 

to guide their decision-making and shorten the 

conversion cycle





Macy’s leverages AI to 
improve the customer 
experience

AI is how business will be 
conducted.  If you don’t have a 
strategy, you need to create one.  
That’s how we see it and that’s 
how we are building our future.”

—Joe Timen, VP Credit Systems & Call Center,

Macy’s

‟



Nordstrom Rack 
delivers digital 
intelligence to real 
world shopping

With this new understanding of the 

customer, Nordstrom is able to combine its 

contextual data with an understanding of 

intent and product interest to deliver 

personalized communications that 

optimize the next step in the customer 

journey.” 

— Shawn Englund, CEO,

Footmarks

‟



Bunsar: Visual Product Search and Recommendation 
Engine 
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Intelligent Kiosk

Demo
Intelligent Kiosk

QnA Bot Explorer (Chatbot)



Embrace disruption to survive in today’s market

ENGAGE YOUR 

CUSTOMERS

to provide personal, 

relevant service across 

all touchpoints

EMPOWER YOUR 

EMPLOYEES

to deliver 

differentiated service 

and maximize

growth

OPTIMIZE YOUR 

OPERATIONS

to build an agile, 

insight-driven 

organization

TRANSFORM

YOUR PRODUCTS

and create new ways 

to deliver value to 

customers



Empower your workforce to provide 
a differentiated customer experience

Product expert alert

It looks like Jane 
might need help

CUSTOMER
HISTORY

Women’s Clothing

Sent to…

Sales Associate

Scanning for
accurate pricing. . . 

.

OPTIMAL STORE LAYOUT

C
h
ild

re
n
’s

’ 
A

p
p

a
re

l Accessories

M
e
n

’sWomen’s

Counter

M
e
n

’s

Women’s

Counter

MODERN STORE HEAT MAP OPTIMAL STORE LAYOUT
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’ 
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re

l Accessories

M
e
n

’sWomen’s

Counter

M
e
n

’s

Women’s

Counter

MODERN STORE HEAT MAP

Sent to…

Sales Associate

Scanning for
accurate pricing. . . .

Optimize shelf space and ensure items are always 

labeled with accurate prices and promotions

Develop heatmaps based on in-store customer 

behavior to understand which store layouts drive 

conversions and increase sales 

Alert expert staff automatically when customers have 

specific concerns about a product or service 



“Now people can view, in life-like realism, large items like cabinets, 

appliances, and countertops in size and scale with incredibly high-

definition options and detailed finishes.”

—Scott Erickson, General Manager of Microsoft HoloLens 

Home improvement retailer demos virtual 
showroom using hologram technology

Challenge

• Lowe’s help customers 

imagine what different 

kitchen product 

choices will look like in 

real life 

Solution

• Provide an augmented 

reality experience 

using hologram 

technology

Benefits

• Creates a holographic 

representation of a kitchen where 

customers can adjust finishes and 

options instantly

• Enables customers to share their 

designs easily online
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PARTNER 

LOGO
Watch

HP uses artificial 
intelligence to 
transform its customer 
support experience

It’s going to reduce call handle times, it’s 

going to reduce the actual overall wait for 

the customer. I’ll be the knowledge base 

that the customer is looking for. 

Joseph Thibodaux,

Technician

HP Inc.

‟



Intelligent Kiosk

Demo
Intelligent Kiosk

Realtime Customers Insights



Embracing disruption is essential to sustaining a 
competitive advantage in retail

ENGAGE YOUR 

CUSTOMERS

Curate to surprise 

and delight

EMPOWER YOUR 

EMPLOYEES

Collaborate for 

maximum 

performance

OPTIMIZE YOUR 

OPERATIONS

Drive customer 

insights for 

intelligent action

TRANSFORM

YOUR PRODUCTS

Integrate digital to 

thrive & survive

Creating more

personal computing

Reinventing productivity 

and business processes

Building the intelligent

cloud platform



Optimize your supply chain
with intelligent operations

Blue

Leather

Cross-body

Recommendation: 

More blue, leather, 

and cross-body

styles

High-performing attributes

Projected handbag demand 

Demand forecasting

Restock 
now

Low leather 
handbag stock 

Inventory 

Alert

DELIVERY ROUTE OPTIMIZATION

Order 10295

Optimizing local delivery route

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Green clutc

Floral hand

Leather cro

Cross-body

Projected handbag demand 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Green clutc

Floral hand

Leather cro

Cross-body

Blue

Leather

Cross-body

Recommendation: 

More blue, leather, 

and cross-body

styles

High-performing attributes

Demand forecasting
DELIVERY ROUTE OPTIMIZATION

Order 10295

Optimizing local delivery route

Restock 
now

Low leather 
handbag stock 

Inventory 

Alert

Optimize order deliveries and cut costs by using 

customer location and predicted traffic to plan 

distributed order fulfillment

Generate more accurate demand forecasting 

and pricing insights based on public and customer 

data automatically

Automate stock replenishment processes and 

optimize inventory management



Demografia…



Redes Sociales y su impacto en el consumidor…



Retail customers



Giant Eagle achieves
50% reduction in 
OOS occurrences 
daily

Powershelf has helped Giant Eagle 

reduce its out-of-stock replenishment 

time by two-thirds and cut its out-of-

stock SKUs by 50 percent on any given 

day

‟



Intelligent Kiosk

Demo
Intelligent Kiosk

Mall Kiosk Demo



Embrace disruption to survive in today’s market

ENGAGE YOUR 

CUSTOMERS

to provide personal, 

relevant service across 

all touchpoints

EMPOWER YOUR 

EMPLOYEES

to deliver 

differentiated service 

and maximize

growth

OPTIMIZE YOUR 

OPERATIONS

to build an agile, 

insight-driven 

organization

TRANSFORM

YOUR PRODUCTS

and create new ways 

to deliver value to 

customers



Transform your products and services
to deliver new value to customers

Based on this 

data, we should 

stock more boot 

colorways

Based on this 

data, we should 

stock more boot 

colorways

Spring 
Favorites

Spring 
Favorites

Searching 

Inventory

Jane’s Favorites

Searching 

Inventory

Jane’s Favorites

Enable customers to test, model, and customize 

products on the sales floor

Identify customer preferences from multiple 

sources and match them to the most relevant 

piece of inventory

Aggregate and analyze sentiment collected 

throughout the buying process to further fine-tune the 

customer journey



New Models Driving Business Transformation

Experience Driven Stores

Autonomous Stores

New Commerce Models

• Mixed Reality Experienmces

• Phygital Stores/Click Brick & Mortar Models

• Customer Journey Transformation

• Limited SKU Pop Up Stores

• Hotel Lobby/Corporate/College Campus

• Small Format City Stores

• Subscription Commerce

• On Demand Commerce

• Embedded Commerce



Saturn Express 
Europe’s first checkout-
free consumer 
electronics store

Watch

MediaMarktSaturn is leading by example for 

every retailer in the world and puts customer 

experience at the forefront of innovation. It’s 

a clear path forward to step-up their in-store 

journey by bringing the best of the online 

checkout experience to the physical store, 

using our Scan, Pay and Leave technology.”

— Mustafa Khanwala, CEO

MishiPay

‟

https://youtu.be/BhNEGu-1VpA
https://youtu.be/BhNEGu-1VpA
http://content.saturn.at/pressevideos
http://retailtechhub.com/




Blockchain for 

Product 

Pedigree

RFID Real Time 

Inventory

In-store Traffic 

Analysis

Digital Wallets

Retail Mobile 

Shopping

Electronic Shelf 

Labels 

Chatbots

Workforce 

Analytics

Algorithmic 

Merchandise 

Optimization

Cognitive 

Expert Advisors

Customer/ 

Employee 

Robots



What I want 

you to take 

home?

• Embrace the digital transformation change is 
good!

• Make sure you provide a better and richer 
experience to the customer each day, that is 
your differentiation

• AI is a reality today and can be implemented 
with minor investment, let’s do it !

• Keep learning and evolving, that is your key 
to be relevant to your customer, and to make 
Puerto Rico a more competitive country !




